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Abstract
The bulk of evolutionary ecology implicitly assumes that ecology shapes evolution,
rather than vice versa, but there is increasing interest in the possibility of a two-way
interaction. Dynamic feedbacks between ecological and evolutionary processes (ecoevo feedbacks) have long been recognized in the theoretical literature, and the observation of rapid evolution has since inspired empiricists to explore the consequences of
these feedbacks. Laboratory studies prove that short-term evolutionary change can
significantly alter ecological dynamics, particularly in pair-wise interactions. We know
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far less about whether these reciprocal dynamics are important in more complex natural
systems. Here, we outline our approach to that question, focusing on the Trinidadian
guppy and the stream ecosystems it inhabits. We summarize results from several types
of studies: comparative demography in two types of communities, experiments in
mesocosms, common garden laboratory experiments and replicated introduction
experiments. The latter were designed as perturbations to the natural steady state that
allow us to follow the joint ecological and evolutionary dynamics of guppies and their
ecosystem. In each approach, we replicated experiments across multiple independent
origins of guppy population types and found that eco–evo feedbacks play major roles in
guppy evolution. There are three possible sources for these feedbacks, all of which have
some support in our data, which will form the focus of future research efforts.

1. INTRODUCTION
Feedbacks between ecology and evolution occur when an organism
modifies some feature of its environment and, by extension, changes the
nature of selection that it experiences (Cameron et al., 2014, chapter 5 of
this volume; Ferriere et al., 2004; Kokko and López-Sepulcre, 2007). This
change in the nature of selection may elicit a genetic response that alters the
impact the organism has on its environment, which can in turn change the
nature of selection again, creating a feedback loop that links the dynamics of
phenotypes and those of their constituent alleles and genotypes with the
dynamics of ecological variables. Understanding the prevalence and importance of these so-called eco-evo feedbacks is important for two reasons. First,
they can generate outcomes of simple ecological interactions that differ from
those that prevail in the absence of the evolutionary feedback (Hiltunen et al.,
2014, chapter 2 of this volume). For example, a selective feedback from predator to prey can cause prey to evolve resistance to the predator, which may in
turn stabilize an otherwise unstable system or destabilize an otherwise stable
system (Abrams and Matsuda, 1997). Second, these feedbacks may determine
which traits evolve and how they do so. The optimal phenotype when there
are eco-evo feedbacks can be quite different from that in their absence
(MacArthur and Wilson, 1967).
In this chapter, we refer to ‘feedbacks between ecology and evolution’ as
‘eco-evo feedbacks’. This convenient shortcut distils a potentially complex
process into two phases: an ecological impact of adaptive genetic change and
an evolutionary feedback loop that propels further change. To appreciate
this, recall that the parameters used to characterize ecological and evolutionary feedbacks in mathematical models of population and genetic dynamics
are emergent properties of the interactions among individuals within and
among species and between individuals and their abiotic environment.
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These interactions change as adaptive evolution modifies how individuals
respond to the dynamics of ecological variables like per capita food levels
or encounter rates with predators.
The first phase, the ecological impact, occurs as adaptive evolution modifies the traits of one species. As these traits change, the demography of its population will change (Cameron et al., 2014, chapter 5 of this volume). The
altered demography of our focal species can, in turn, affect variables like
resource replenishment rates or the demography of a competitor or predator.
The result is a change in the ecological dynamics of a system and perhaps its
emergent properties (Moya-Laraño et al., 2014, chapter 3 this volume). The
effects of adaptive change on stability in predator–prey systems (e.g. Abrams
and Matsuda, 1997) illustrate this result.
The second phase, the evolutionary feedback loop, may or may not follow. The evolutionary feedback loop will occur if the effects of the focal species on the demography of a competitor or predator provoke an evolutionary
response in that second species. The feedback loop can also act directly on the
focal species if the effects of the focal species on ecological variables alter the
nature of selection on the focal species (Cameron et al., 2014, chapter 5 of this
volume). Whether the second phase of the eco-evo feedback propels further
evolutionary change in the focal species or another species depends on
whether different genotypes respond differently to the effects of these ecological impacts. Thus, when we refer to eco-evo feedbacks, we are focusing on an
evolutionary process driven by how genotypes respond to the dynamics of one
or more ecological variables.
The current explosion of interest in the empirical study of eco-evo feedbacks is relatively new, but the underlying concepts are well established. The
principles of population genetics that underlie such interactions, such as
frequency- or density-dependent selection (Pimentel, 1961, 1968), are well
defined in theory (e.g. Charlesworth, 1971; Clarke, 1972; Cockerham et al.,
1972; MacArthur, 1962; Roughgarden, 1971; Smouse, 1976; Wallace,
1975). The connections between these forms of selection and the dynamics
of ecological variables, such as population density or the abundance of competitors, predators or pathogens, have also been long recognized in population genetic theory (e.g. Jayakar, 1970; Leon, 1974; Levin and Udovic,
1977; Roughgarden, 1976). These and many subsequent papers since share
the common theme of modelling joint ecological and evolutionary dynamics driven by the reciprocal influences of ecological variables and genetic
variation.
The burgeoning interest in eco-evo feedbacks, however, has been
inspired by more recent experiments that have shown feedbacks that are
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strong enough to make the joint dynamics of ecological and genetic variation visible (Ellner, 2013; Schoener, 2011). Joint dynamics occur when
(a) different genetically based phenotypes have different effects on ecological
variables and (b) the selection coefficients generated by the feedback loop
from the ecological variables to the fitness of those phenotypes are large
(Otto and Day, 2007). These feedbacks are best known in a few model
ecosystems, such as in the integrated theoretical and empirical work on
predator–prey oscillations performed by Hairston, Ellner and colleagues
(Ellner, 2013; Hiltunen et al., 2014, chapter 2 of this volume).
These laboratory studies provide the proof of concept for the potential
importance of eco-evo feedbacks for the outcome of ecological dynamics.
There are some well-known case studies from nature that illustrate how such
feedbacks affect the trait distributions we observe in natural populations. For
example, interactions between hosts and pathogens and the interlocking
roles of evolving immunity and cycling population densities are among
the earliest and most striking examples of eco-evo feedbacks (Duffy and
Sivars-Becker, 2007; Duffy et al., 2009). The question now facing us is
whether eco-evo feedbacks play similar prominent roles when we move
from strong pair-wise interactions to the more general case of complex ecosystems with many interconnected species (Schoener, 2011).
We distil the challenge of understanding the importance of eco-evo
feedbacks into two questions. First, how pervasive are reciprocal feedbacks
between ecology and evolution in natural ecosystems? Second, are these
interactions necessary to explain the nature of adaptation and ecological
interactions in nature. Here, we describe how answering these questions
can be done and illustrate by reviewing our work to date with the Trinidadian guppy, Poecilia reticulata (Poeciliidae).

2. OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK
First, we consider a general template for understanding the role of ecoevo feedbacks in a natural community. We begin by imagining the study of
some focal organism, how it is evolving in its natural environment and how
its evolution might influence and interact with ecological processes. We
must describe our focal organism in terms of individual attributes (e.g.
age, gender, developmental stage), ecologically important phenotypic traits
(e.g. body size, morphology, coloration), individual life history parameters
(age and size at maturity, reproductive output), population attributes
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(population size, population structure) and demographic processes (age- or
stage-specific survival and reproductive rates).
Having characterized the population, we must be able to describe the
evolutionary response of our focal species to the varied agents of selection.
To do so, we must fulfil three requirements. First, we must be able to follow
individuals through a generation to enable us to estimate individual reproductive success, the distribution of fitness, the selection gradients on key
traits. Second, we must be able to construct pedigrees for individuals and
use those pedigrees to estimate the genetic parameters governing the
response to selection. We can meet these first two requirements through
building an individual-based mark–recapture study that includes data on
individual genotypes. Third, we must follow the focal population over many
generations to document which traits are changing directionally and thus
potentially evolving. This means extending our mark–recapture data into
a genuinely long-term study. With all of these data, we can distinguish evolution from other factors that can cause phenotypic change. By combining
the results of individual-based mark–recapture with the observations of population, phenotypic and a genetic dynamics, we can elucidate the drivers of
evolutionary change and characterize the role of eco-evo feedbacks
(Coulson et al., 2010).
At the same time, we must characterize the community attributes (e.g.
the abundance and population structure of key interacting species, such as
predators and competitors and their rate of consumption) and ecosystem
attributes (e.g. standing crops and renewal rates of resources, distribution
and dynamics of limiting nutrients). Finally, we need to address the potential
influence of abiotic factors, such as rainfall, light availability, temperature
and temporal/seasonal variation in these factors. These factors can be agents
of classical ‘hard selection’ (sensu Wallace, 1975) on the focal species, but
more interestingly, variation in abiotic conditions can have more subtle
effects by modifying the target species’ population dynamics, carrying capacity and its interactions with other species (Dunson and Travis, 1991; Fowler
and Pease, 2010). Through these modifications, variation in abiotic factors
could influence the entire structure of the eco-evo feedback loop. In this
light, it becomes clear that we cannot rely on observation alone: experiments
that can disentangle these effects are needed (Fowler et al., 2006).
Mathematical modelling plays an essential role in this process because it
can help refine the empirical description of the ecosystem. A key to the successful characterization of the ecosystem is to determine which variables are
crucial and which can be ignored. We must refine what might be measured
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into which factors must be measured to understand the mechanisms through
which feedbacks occur. While strong ecological knowledge is essential for
making these decisions, mathematical models can assess the sensitivity of
dynamic ecological and evolutionary processes to variations in specific
parameters and thereby define what must be measured.
Mathematical models contribute in other critical ways. First, models illustrate the consequences of our assumptions about how a given process might
unfold. For example, models describing ‘scramble’ and ‘contest’ competition
reveal how those different forms of density dependence produce different
effects on population dynamics and stability (e.g. Kot, 2001). Second, models
allow us to generate predictions that follow from combining several component processes into an overall model of system dynamics (Bassar et al., 2012).
Third, models can assess effects that might be playing an important role in
eco-evo interactions yet cannot be detected from feasible experiments
(Bassar et al., 2012): this is especially important in studying complex, multispecies interactions in which indirect effects can play prominent roles (Travis
and Lotterhos, 2013; see also Smallegange and Deere, 2014, chapter 4 of this
volume).
Even with all of these elements in place, eco-evo feedbacks may not be
visible in communities at their steady state. The feedbacks may have played
out in the path to this condition, as will be the case if feedbacks have driven
adaptive, directional evolution. Seeing and characterizing eco-evo feedbacks may thus demand a perturbation of the system to cause an ecological
and evolutionary disequilibrium that ignite their dynamics (Smallegange and
Coulson, 2013).
An ideal perturbation is one that represents a facsimile of some known,
natural phenomenon. The resulting return to equilibrium can enhance our
understanding of how the organism has adapted to change and how adaptation
was integrated with its impact on the local ecosystem. One such perturbation
could be the invasion of a new habitat, which would enable quantification of
the trajectories of both ecological and evolutionary responses. The resulting
time-series responses will not necessarily reveal the mechanisms, however,
since they represent a complex of interconnected causes and effects. To
understand the mechanism of eco-evo interactions, we must use additional
experiments, observations and modelling to diagnose those mechanisms.
We endorse a combination of observations, experiments and modelling
in diagnosing eco-evo interactions, reflecting our conviction that science is
most powerful when it combines data from diverse sources (Coulson, 2012).
Here, we describe how we have done so to investigate the role eco-evo
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interactions may have played in driving the evolution of life histories in the
Trinidadian guppy and the structure of the ecosystems in which they are
found. We will describe what we have done, what progress we have made
and what remains to be done.

3. POPULATION BIOLOGY OF GUPPIES
3.1. Natural history and evolution
The Northern Range Mountains of Trinidad offers a natural laboratory for
studying interactions between ecology and evolution. The rivers draining
these mountains flow over steep gradients punctuated by waterfalls that create distinct fish communities above and below waterfall barriers. Species
diversity decreases upstream as waterfalls block the upstream dispersal of
some fish species. The succession of communities is repeated in many parallel drainages, providing us with natural replicates.
These streams also offer the opportunity of performing experimental
studies of evolution because rivers can be treated like giant test tubes, as fish
can be introduced into portions of stream bracketed by waterfalls to create
in situ experiments (Endler, 1978, 1980). Downstream guppies co-occur
with a diversity of predators, which prey on the adult fish (high predation,
or HP). Waterfalls often exclude predators but not guppies, so when guppies
are found above waterfalls they have greatly reduced predation risk and
increased life expectancy (low predation, or LP). Hart’s killifish, Rivulus
hartii (Rivulidae), the only other fish found in many of these localities, rarely
preys on guppies and tends to focus on the small, immature size classes
(Endler, 1978; Haskins et al., 1961). In some headwater streams, Rivulus
is the only fish species present because they are capable of overland travel
on rainy nights (Rivulus only, or RO localities). Population genetic analyses
reveal that at least some of these rivers represent independent replicates of
the evolution of guppies adapted to HP and LP environments
(Alexander, et al., 2006) and that LP and HP populations are more genetically distinct than expected under migration-drift equilibrium (Barson
et al., 2009).
Guppies adapted to HP environments mature at an earlier age, devote
more resources to reproduction, produce more offspring per brood and
produce significantly smaller offspring than LP guppies (Reznick and
Endler, 1982; Reznick et al., 1996b). All of these differences are consistent
across replicate HP–LP comparisons in multiple watersheds, and are also
consistent with predictions derived from theory that models how life
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histories should evolve in response to selective predation on juveniles (LP
environments) versus adults (HP environments) (Charlesworth, 1994;
Gadgil and Bossert, 1970; Law, 1979; Michod, 1979; see Chapter 5). HP
and LP guppies also differ in male colouration (Endler, 1978), courtship
behaviour (Houde, 1997), schooling behaviour (Seghers, 1974; Seghers
and Magurran, 1995), morphology (Langerhans and DeWitt, 2004), swimming performance (Ghalambor et al., 2004) and diet (Zandonà et al., 2011).
Male colouration evolves in response to the combined, conflicting influences of natural and sexual selection (Endler, 1978, 1980). Laboratory studies confirm that the differences in life histories, colouration, behaviour and
body shape have a genetic basis (Endler, 1980; O’Steen et al., 2002;
Reznick, 1982; Reznick and Bryga, 1996). Genetic diversity is consistently
greater in the higher order streams than in the headwaters. This pattern,
combined with the observation that guppies periodically invade or are extirpated from headwaters, implies a dynamic process of invasion and adaptation
to LP environments.
We exploit the presence of barrier waterfalls to perform experimental
studies of evolution in natural populations of guppies. We can manipulate
the mortality risks of guppies by transplanting them from HP localities below
barrier waterfalls into previously guppy-free portions of streams above barrier waterfalls. In this way, we can simulate a natural invasion. Introduced
guppies evolve delayed maturation and reduced reproductive allocation,
as seen in natural LP communities. In previous experimental introductions,
male traits evolved in 4 years or less (Endler, 1980; Reznick and Bryga, 1987;
Reznick et al., 1990, 1997). Our inferences that guppies had evolved were
derived from laboratory experiments performed on the laboratory-reared
grandchildren of wild-caught parents collected from the introduction sites
and the ancestral HP sites (Reznick and Bryga, 1987; Reznick et al.,
1990, 1997). Other attributes of guppies, including behaviour (O’Steen
et al., 2002), also evolved rapidly. These results argue that the presence or
absence of predators imposes intense selection on life histories and other features of guppy phenotypes.
Mark–recapture studies on natural populations support the role of predators in shaping guppy evolution, but at the same time, it suggest that
resource availability is important. HP guppies experience substantially
higher mortality rates than LP guppies (Reznick and Bryant, 2007;
Reznick et al., 1996a), which suggests that predator-induced mortality is
a candidate cause for the evolution of the HP phenotype. However, guppy
populations in LP sites tend to have higher population densities, slower
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individual growth rates and size distributions shifted towards larger fish.
These differences in population structure are attributable in part to demography: HP guppies have higher birth and death rates (Reznick et al., 2001;
Rodd and Reznick, 1997). They are also attributable to evolved differences
in life histories: LP guppies mature at a later age and have lower birth rates.
We hypothesize that these ecological differences are an indirect effect of the
absence of predation in LP environments, as guppy populations increase and
per capita resource availability declines. If eco-evo interactions prevail, then
the evolution of the LP phenotype must be driven in part by the way
burgeoning populations of guppies deplete resources and modify the ecosystem, and then adapt to these changes. These differences in population biology are confounded with other ecological differences between LP and HP
locations. The LP environments tend to be smaller streams with lower light
availability and productivity. They are not associated with differences in
other features of the physical environment, such as water chemistry. This
confounding provides alternative explanations for higher growth rates in
HP environments (Reznick et al., 2001).
Additional results are consistent with a hypothesis that guppies in LP
environments are resource limited and LP guppies are adapted to life at
high population densities. Natural populations of LP guppies have asymptotic body sizes that are about 30% smaller than HP guppies (Reznick and
Bryant, 2007; Reznick et al., 2001) and produce offspring that are 40–50%
larger (Reznick, 1982; Reznick et al., 1996b). Experimental and theoretical studies show that larger offspring size is an adaptation to a food-limited
environment (Bashey, 2008; Jorgensen et al., 2011). In nature, LP guppies
produce only about one-third as many offspring per brood as HP guppies
(Reznick, 1982; Reznick et al., 1996b). The magnitude of this difference
in fecundity is much smaller in the lab, when LP and HP guppies are reared
on the same food rations (LP brood sizes are about 75–85% of those in HP:
Reznick and Bryga, 1996). This pattern suggests that the field results are
the combined product of a genetic predisposition of LP guppies to produce fewer offspring and also lower food availability in their natural
habitats.
Our empirical estimation of mortality rates in natural populations provides a second line of evidence that the direct effects of predation alone cannot explain guppy life history evolution. The original life history theory that
successfully predicted the way by which guppies will adapt to life with and
without predators also assumed to be density-independent population
growth (Charlesworth, 1994; Gadgil and Bossert, 1970; Law, 1979;
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Michod, 1979). This is a different way of saying that predation alone, without any eco-evo feedback, can explain how guppies adapt to HP and LP
environments. However, this can only happen if there is also an asymmetry
in age-specific mortality rates between HP and LP populations: adult mortality rates must be higher in HP localities but juvenile mortality rates must
be the same or lower in HP localities. Laboratory studies were consistent
with this assumption, as predators from HP localities preyed preferentially
on larger guppies (Haskins et al., 1961; Mattingly and Butler, 1994). Stomach content analyses of wild-caught R. hartii, the only fish that co-occurs
with guppies in LP localities, indicated that they prey preferentially on
smaller guppies (Seghers, 1973).
We sought to confirm this difference between HP and LP localities in
age-/size-specific mortality risk with mark–recapture studies of natural
populations. Guppies from HP environments do indeed have higher mortality risk, but this increased risk is equal across all size classes (Reznick et al.,
1996a). The same body of theory that predicts the evolution of the observed
life history patterns under asymmetric mortality risk also predicts that if a
change in mortality risk is equal across all age classes, then life histories will
not evolve, but we had already seen these life histories evolve in our introduction experiments.
The fact that the LP life history evolves in spite of an absence of asymmetry in mortality risk suggests that the change in predator-induced mortality alone is insufficient to explain guppy life history evolution and a different
agent of natural selection must be responsible. One candidate agent, in theory, would be density-dependent selection. This hypothesis is a natural candidate, given the higher densities in LP populations and the evidence that
they are resource limited. For density-dependent selection to be playing this
role, LP populations would have to be more tightly regulated than HP
populations and the mortality imposed by that regulation would have to
act differently across age classes (Charlesworth, 1994; Michod, 1979). While
the mortality rates exposed by our mark–recapture results might seem, at first
glance, to belie the requirement for differential mortality effects of regulation, we did not manipulate density in the LP populations in those studies;
so, we cannot draw conclusions from those results about how increases and
decreases in density would affect age-specific mortality rates.
A third line of evidence indicating that risk of predation alone is not sufficient to explain the evolved differences between HP and LP life histories
emerged from our comparative study of senescence in HP and LP guppies
(Reznick et al., 2004). Medawar’s (1952), Williams’(1957) and Kirkwood’s
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(1993) theories for the evolution of senescence all predict that increased
mortality rates and decreased life expectancy should drive the evolution
of a shorter intrinsic lifespan. Our common garden comparison of HP
and LP guppies showed the opposite: HP guppies mature at an earlier age
and have a higher rate of investment in reproduction early in life, but they
also have lower intrinsic mortality rates throughout their lives and longer
mean lifespans. They continue to reproduce at a higher rate throughout their
lives and do so into later ages than LP guppies. These results, which were
derived from fish kept at densities of one per aquarium on controlled food
availability, suggest that HP guppies are unconditionally superior to LP
guppies. If true, then the LP life history should never evolve, yet it has
repeatedly evolved in LP environments. We call this result the ‘super guppy
paradox’. It begs the question ‘what is it about the LP environment that causes the LP phenotype to evolve?’ One possibility is that the ecological setting
of the LP environment, which includes high population densities, limited
resources and co-occurrence with R. hartii, have in some way combined
to favour the evolution of the LP phenotype.

3.2. The importance of density regulation
All of the previous lines of evidence suggest that predation-driven mortality
differences alone cannot explain life history differences among HP and LP
populations. Theory suggests that density dependence may play an important role in shaping how guppy life histories evolve. This leads naturally to
asking whether there is evidence that LP populations are more tightly regulated than HP populations and then, if so, how might the effects of
increased and decreased densities in these populations be expressed.
Population biomasses at LP sites are nearly six times higher, and individual growth rates are lower, than HP populations (Reznick and Bryant, 2007;
Reznick et al., 2001). Primary production in LP streams tends to be lightlimited and lower than HP localities (Reznick et al., 2001). The combination of higher population density with lower productivity in LP sites suggests
lower per capita resource availability. The presence of density regulation can
be tested experimentally by manipulating density and measuring the demographic responses of the population. We have conducted a series of such
experiments in 10 natural LP populations (Bassar et al., 2013; Reznick
et al., 2012), whereby guppies were removed from three pools, marked,
then reintroduced at either the ambient density (control) or at an increased
(1.5! or 2 !) or a decreased density (0.5!). We recollected the guppies
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approximately 25 days later and compare the size-specific somatic growth,
fecundity, reproductive status, offspring size, survival and fat-content of the
remaining fish. Guppies from increased density treatments had lower
somatic growth rates, offspring that were smaller at birth and lower recapture rates of larger fish, but there were no differences in fecundity. Surviving
fish also had lower fat reserves compared with the control populations.
Guppies from decreased density pools had increased somatic growth rates,
an increased number of offspring and a decreased mortality in the smallest
size classes. These asymmetrical responses to density across age classes are
the sine qua non for density-dependent selection. Although the responses
of increased and decreased density were asymmetrical, they imply an
increase in population growth rate when we reduce density and vice versa.
Density manipulations in HP localities indicate that there is no pattern of
association between density and the expression of the life history in these
sites (David Reznick and Ronald Bassar, unpublished data).
We then used the demographic responses to these density manipulations
to develop integral projection models (IPMs) to estimate the population
growth rates in the three density treatments (Bassar et al., 2013). IPMs
are analogues of age- or stage-structured demographic models. Age- or
stage-structured models represent vital rates like survival and fecundity as
step functions of age or size (constant within an age- or size-class). IPMs represent vital rates as functions of an underlying continuous variable like body
size (Easterling et al., 2000). Guppy populations lend themselves to IPMs
because vital rates appear as functions of body size and body size is continuously distributed without obvious breaks in most populations. We were
able to parameterize IPMs from what we learned about recruitment, sizespecific survival, size-specific growth and size-specific fecundity in each
experimental pool. Our IPMs revealed that guppy populations at ambient
densities tended to be stable with population growth rates about equal to
replacement values. Reduced densities would cause increases in population
size, and increased densities would cause decreases in population size. The
changes in population growth rate in response to the density manipulation
would thus tend to return the population to its initial size. This combination
of perturbation and modelling illustrates how the two approaches can be
integrated to fully understand what unfolds in nature. These results indicate
that LP populations are tightly regulated and that elevated densities are an
important feature of the LP environment.
Another line of evidence for an increased role of density in LP sites is the
comparative diets of each phenotype. We sampled resource availability and
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stomach contents of guppies from paired HP and LP communities in two
rivers (Zandonà et al., 2011). Guppies from HP sites ate more invertebrates
and preyed selectively on higher quality invertebrates. We inferred quality
from the ratio of carbon to nitrogen because lower ratios of C:N imply a
higher protein content in the prey. Guppies from LP sites had consumed
more algae and detritus, which are lower quality food resources. The invertebrates consumed by LP guppies represented a non-selective sample of what
was available in the natural environment, rather than a selective subset of
higher quality prey. The LP guppies were thus much more generalist consumers, a pattern expected when the availability of high-quality food is limited (Lauridsen et al., 2014; Pulliam, 1974). Limited food availability is likely
caused by some combination of higher population densities of guppies, a
consequence of the release from predation or reduced light availability
and primary productivity, a consequence of the heavier canopy cover in
LP locations.
There is also a hint of other differences in feeding behaviour in guppies
from HP and LP environments. LP guppies feed at a higher rate than HP
guppies (de Villemereuil and Lopez-Sepulcre, 2010; Palkovacs et al.,
2011). Palkovacs et al (2011) also found that the LP guppies were less discriminating about where they forage for prey. Both studies were done in the
laboratory and made use of only one type of prey, so it is difficult to know
how these results would play out in a natural environment. LP guppies are
confronted with lower food availability and a lower risk of predation, so one
possibility is that they have evolved to feed more quickly and to be less discriminating about where they feed.

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF ECO-EVO DYNAMICS
4.1. Hypotheses for eco-evo feedbacks in the evolution
of LP guppies
While the release from predation alone may be necessary for the LP phenotype to evolve, it is certainly not sufficient and one or more additional agents
of selection must be operating. The comparative ecology of the stream system, along with our knowledge that the direction of evolution is most likely
from a HP-like ancestor to the LP descendant, suggests three non-exclusive
hypotheses for those agents.
First, HP guppies may affect the ecosystem in a way that facilitates a
selective advantage for individuals with a more LP-like phenotype. This
could occur if, for example, the selective foraging of HP guppies on higher
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quality invertebrates created a trophic cascade that favoured a more LP-like
feeding habit. If HP guppies were to substantially reduce the abundance of
invertebrates, many of which are algal grazers, algal abundance might
increase if those grazers had been controlling algal abundance. The net effect
could provide ample resources for a more LP-like feeding habit. This could
initiate a directional evolution towards the LP phenotype.
Second, as HP guppies colonize a habitat and their population density
increases, density-dependent selection via intra-specific competition should
favour individuals with a more LP-like phenotype. This could occur if the
depletion of resources that would follow an invasion by a HP-like guppy was
to create conditions favouring either higher feeding rates (as observed in LP
guppies) or greater efficiency of resource use.
Third, individuals with a more LP-like phenotype may have the advantage in interactions with Rivulus in the absence of other fish. We describe
some of the possible ways this could occur below in our presentation of
experimental studies of the Rivulus–guppy interaction.
All of these hypotheses include implicit eco-evo feedbacks because, in
each case, an effect of HP guppies on the ecosystem would create conditions
that alter the selective milieu towards favouring a more LP-like phenotype.
While we have described some mechanisms for these feedbacks, these are by
no means the only conceivable ones. The key issue is whether we consider
feedbacks via altering resource distributions (our first hypothesis), altering
resource levels (our second hypothesis) or altering the interaction with
the only other fish in the system (our third hypothesis), it appears that some
form of eco-evo feedback loop is necessary to propel the evolution of the LP
guppies.
We are assessing these hypotheses through two approaches. First, we
have used a series of short-term, factorial experiments to assess some of
the potential mechanisms underlying each one. These experiments are retrospective studies of evolution that compare the qualities of fish adapted to HP
and LP environments in a common setting. Because HP and LP fish represent the end points of adaptive evolution, the differences we observe in how
they affect parameters of their ecosystems presumably quantify how their
evolution has moulded their impact on their environment. These experiments also offer insights into whether those impacts can change the selective
milieu for guppies. Second, we are performing prospective studies of evolution that reveal the correlated time-course of guppy evolution and guppy
impacts on their ecosystem. Specifically, we perturbed a natural system by
introducing guppies from a single HP locality into four headwater tributaries
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that previously had no guppies. We have spent the last 7–8 years in characterizing the evolutionary and ecological dynamics that followed these
introductions.

4.2. Artificial streams: Retrospective studies of guppy
evolution
We have performed several experiments in artificial streams that replicate the
natural environment. We built 16 artificial streams alongside a natural stream
in Trinidad. Part of the outflow from a spring that normally flows into the
natural stream was diverted to a collecting tank, then gravity-fed to the
16 streams. Each stream had its own inlet valve, enabling us to equalize flow
rates. The outflow from the streams returns to the natural stream. The artificial streams were lined with fresh natural substrate and seeded with invertebrates (minus invertebrate predators on guppies) at the outset of each
experiment. They were then colonized and invertebrate populations were
naturally replenished by adults emerging from the nearby stream. The ecosystems in each stream proved stable and reasonable facsimiles of natural
streams (Bassar et al., 2010).
The fish in our experiments were collected from HP or LP localities
found within the same river, in close proximity to one another. We duplicated these experiments by running them twice, each time with fish from a
different river. Replicating across HP and LP fish from different rivers
increases the robustness of our results and permits us to draw more general
conclusions. Our duplicates always yielded qualitatively similar results and
the data never described a significant interaction between replicate and
any of our manipulated factors in the experimental designs. Here, we summarize three sets of results from these experiments.
4.2.1 LP and HP exert different direct and indirect effects on their
ecosystems and the indirect effects create eco-evo feedbacks
(Bassar et al., 2010, 2012)
We manipulated guppy phenotype (HP vs. LP), density (low vs. high, with
high equal to a doubling of low) and access to algae (full vs. restricted). The
high-density treatment approximated to the density in LP localities while
the low-density treatment approximated the density in HP localities
(Reznick et al., 1996a, 2001). The densities of the guppies were on the
higher side of what is observed in natural streams. However, these numbers
were chosen because preliminary studies in the mesocosms showed that
these densities produced somatic growth rates that were comparable to
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guppy somatic growth rates in the natural streams (Bassar et al., 2013). In this
sense, the numbers were calibrated to the availability of resources in the
mesocosms.
Some mesocosms had no guppies, enabling us to evaluate the impact of
guppies on ecosystem structure by comparing the ‘no-guppy’ treatment
with the average of the treatments that include guppies. A requisite for
eco-evo feedbacks is that the target species must alter some feature of its ecosystem. Guppies exerted strong effects on the mesocosm ecosystem, decreasing algal standing stocks by nearly 80% (Fig. 1.1) and reducing invertebrate
abundance (Bassar et al., 2010). More strikingly, the presence of guppies
increased mass-specific gross primary productivity in the experimental ecosystem and altered the rates of several other ecosystem processes like decomposition and nutrient flux rates (Bassar et al., 2010).
However, HP and LP guppies were not interchangeable in their effects
on the experimental ecosystems (Fig. 1.1; Bassar et al., 2010). For example,
LP guppies decreased algal standing stocks to a greater extent than did HP
guppies. HP guppies depleted invertebrate abundance more than LP
guppies. These results align closely with the observations that LP fish are
more herbivorous than HP fish (Zandonà et al., 2011) and were confirmed
when we evaluated the stomach contents of the mesocosm fish at the end of
the experiment (Bassar et al., 2010). Another important consequence of the
dietary difference is that HP guppies ate more invertebrate decomposers,
which suppressed leaf decomposition rates in artificial streams with HP
guppies (Bassar et al., 2010). Overall, the magnitude of the effects of
exchanging phenotypes was large and for some variables, the HP–LP effect

Figure 1.1 Standing stock of (A) algae and (B) invertebrates after 28 days from mesocosm experiment with no guppies and guppy phenotype crossed with guppy density.
Error bars are "1 SE. Redrawn from Bassar et al. (2010).
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Figure 1.2 Effect sizes (Cohen's d) of the effects of guppy phenotype, density, and their
interaction on multiple components of the ecosystem: algal stocks (mg chlorophyll-a
per square metre), area-specific gross primary productivity (mg oxygen per square
metre per day), biomass-specific gross primary productivity (mg oxygen per mg
chlorophyll-a per day), community respiration over 24-h periods (mg oxygen per litre
per day), total invertebrate biomass (mg per square metre), biomass of chironomids
(mg per square metre), leaf decomposition rate (slope of the relationship between
log leaf pack biomass and day), biological organic matter in the 63–250 μm range
(g per square metre), biological organic matter larger than 250 μm (g per square metre),
flux of phosphate ions (μg per hour per square metre), flux of ammonium ions (μg per
hour per square metre), and flux of nitrate (μg per hour per square metre). From Bassar
et al. (2010).

was equal to or larger than the effects of doubling guppy densities (Fig. 1.2).
These results imply that the impact of guppies on the structure of their ecosystem changes as they adapt to LP environments.
On first inspection, the lower standing crop of algae in the LP treatment
seems a simple consequence of their eating more algae, but consideration of
the food web suggests the indirect effects of guppies on algal biomass might
also differ between phenotypes. HP guppies have higher consumption rates
of invertebrate grazers, which could have a top-down effect that enhances
algal standing crops. HP guppies also excrete nutrients at higher rates (Bassar
et al., 2010; Palkovacs et al., 2009), which could stimulate the growth of
algae if algae are nutrient-limited. But because HP guppies are also eating
more invertebrate decomposers thereby slowing leaf decomposition rates,
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they could be exerting a negative indirect effect on algae by lowering the rate
at which nutrients become available for algal uptake (see Woodward
et al., 2008).
The challenge then was to discern whether we could detect indirect
effects of exchanging phenotypes and, if possible, distinguish the sources
of those effects. By manipulating guppies’ access to algae, we partitioned
the net effect of each phenotype of guppy on algal biomass into direct
and indirect effects. We did so by including electric enclosures (Connelly
et al., 2008; Pringle and Blake, 1994) in each mesocosm (Bassar et al.,
2012). We formed small quadrats out of copper wire and placed two in each
mesocosm. One was attached to a fence charger that created a pulsed electric
field that deterred guppies from entering the quadrat but did not deter invertebrates. The other quadrat was not electrified and served as a control. The
electrified quadrat represented a patch of habitat that excluded guppy grazing, but exposed the rest of the ecosystem to the indirect consequences of
guppy activities.
The experimental results were surprising (Bassar et al., 2012). We found
no evidence that exchanging phenotypes would change the indirect effects
of guppies on algal biomass; in fact, the sign of the effect estimated from the
data was negative, which is in the opposite direction from what a trophic or
nutrient cascade would predict. Not only was the estimated change in the
indirect effect not statistically significant, its magnitude was quite small.
The failure to detect the effect as statistically significant did not seem likely
to be caused by low statistical power; had our residual degrees of freedom for
the statistical test gone from 25 (the actual value) to 3000, the F-statistic
would have remained insignificant (assuming that a larger sample size would
not have appreciably changed the residual variance).
This result was paradoxical: we had expected a strong trophic cascade to
emerge from the increased feeding of HP guppies on invertebrates, and
indeed there was a substantial direct effect of exchanging phenotypes on
invertebrate density. Why was there no evidence of an indirect consequence
of invertebrate removal?
We resolved this paradox by exploring a mathematical model of this ecosystem (Bassar et al., 2012). The model described the dynamics through time
of the concentration of dissolved nutrients (nitrogen) through compartments defined by the biomass of benthic organic material, primary producers, invertebrates and fish (Fig. 1.3A). We parameterized the model
from the results of this experiment along with data from other experiments.
The model reproduced the net effect on algae of exchanging the guppy
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Figure 1.3 Graphical depictions of the model for the mesocosm ecosystem as presented in Bassar et al. (2012). (A) The direct flow of nitrogen, representing nutrients,
among compartments is illustrated with arrows indicating the direction of flow. Compartments are fish (F), aquatic invertebrates (I), periphyton (P), detritus (D), and inorganic nutrients (nitrogen, N). Fluxes of matter and energy are driven by consumption
(c), production of dead organic matter (egestion or mortality, m), excretion (e), decomposition (mineralization and immobilization, d) external in-flow (i), and losses (l).
(B) Direct (1) and indirect ((2–6) ecological effects of phenotypic difference between
high-predation (HP) guppies and low-predation (LP) guppies on algal biomass, measured in mesocosms. Plus or minus sign (inside triangles) next to ecosystem flow
(arrows) indicates the effect of HP compared to LP that the corresponding flow mediates. Arrow thickness is proportional to effect size. (1) The P-to-F flow (consumption of
periphyton by guppies) mediates a positive direct effect of exchanging HP for LP phenotype on periphyton biomass (because HP consume less periphyton than LP). (2) The
P-to-I flow (consumption of periphyton by invertebrates) mediates a positive indirect
effect of exchanging HP for LP phenotype on periphyton biomass (because HP consume
more invertebrates that also feed on periphyton). (3) and (4) The F-to-N and I-to-N flows
(excretion of fish and invertebrates) mediate negative indirect effects of exchanging HP
for LP phenotype on periphyton biomass (because HP disrupt nutrient cycling compared to LP). (5) The indirect effect of decomposition (D-to-N flow) is positive but small.
The negative effects (3) and (4) and small positive effect (5) result in a negative influence
of HP phenotype on nutrient uptake by algae (N-to-P flow, 6). Precise quantification of
the effects shows that the indirect ‘trophic cascade’ effect (2) is offset by the other indirect effect of nutrient cycling (3–6).
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phenotypes as well as the strong direct effect of HP guppies on invertebrate
abundance. It also reproduced the paradox of seeing no net indirect effect of
exchanging guppy phenotypes. However, the model allowed us to estimate
fluxes through pathways we could not separate experimentally. The model
not only confirmed the signature of a large trophic cascade but also revealed
an overwhelming bottom-up effect: fewer invertebrates in the presence of
the HP phenotype resulted in much reduced nutrient cycling (due to a combination of reduced invertebrate excretion and slower decomposition of
benthic organic matter). The two indirect effects almost entirely cancelled
out each other’s influence (Fig. 1.3B).
The results from combining our experimental and mathematical modelling approaches are important for two reasons. First, they indicate that a failure to find statistically significant net indirect effects though an experimental
manipulation does not mean that individual indirect effects are not large and
significant. Our experimental ecosystem was comparatively simple; more
complex ecosystems with more paths through which indirect effects can
flow would seem much more prone to demonstrate this phenomenon. If
so, our results suggest that experimental studies of net indirect effects should
always be complemented by mathematical models of those systems before
definitive ecological conclusions are drawn.
Second, they suggest that sometimes what ecologists may find
uninteresting, evolutionary biologists may find critically important (and of
course vice versa). An ecologist might argue that because the net indirect
effect is small, the individual indirect effects are of little interest or importance. However, in this case, the evolutionary biologist may think differently because the individual effects can generate selection pressures of
their own. In particular, while exchanging HP for LP phenotypes may have
no net indirect effect on algae, the fact that each phenotype affects the ecosystem in a different, complex manner can have evolutionary significance. In
particular, we asked whether HP guppies affect the ecosystem in a way that
facilitates an adaptive advantage for LP guppies. Were this to be the case,
then some form of eco-evo feedback would be necessary to explain the evolution of the LP phenotype.
We were able to investigate this possibility with our mathematical analysis of the experimental ecosystems (Bassar et al., 2012). In particular, we
asked whether the effects of the phenotypes on algal productivity would alter
the selective landscape on herbivory itself. That is, how would selection for
increased herbivory in LP environments change through the ways that the
HP phenotype affects invertebrate abundance and algal productivity. We
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approximated selection on guppy herbivory by the change in algal biomass,
ΔP, resulting from a hypothetical small change in the fish attack rate on
algae. A negative change in ΔP indicates a diminishing return on fitness
of increasing herbivory and thus a reduction in the force of selection for
increased herbivory. Of course, ΔP itself is the sum of direct and indirect
effects, ΔPdir and ΔPindir and so we can ask if changes in the selective landscape are driven more by direct or indirect effects.
We found that the feedback loop increased the intensity of selection
favouring increased herbivory in LP guppies (Bassar et al., 2012). This
increase would accelerate their divergence from the HP feeding pattern.
Moreover, this increase was driven by the indirect effects of guppies, not their
direct effects. When LP herbivory increased, the change in ΔPdir was negative, indicating a ‘diminishing return’ on fitness of further increasing herbivory. However, the change in ΔPindir was positive and actually larger than
the negative change in ΔPdir, which implies that the total effect of increasing
LP herbivory was to ‘increase fitness returns’ and thus reinforce selection for
herbivory. Thus, the indirect effects of each phenotype on algal productivity
act to favour divergence in diet and would close the ‘eco-evo loop’ to be at
least partially responsible for the evolution of some of the traits that characterize the LP phenotype.
4.2.2 The fitness advantage of HP ‘superguppies’ evaporates at high
densities (Bassar et al., 2013)
We applied integral projection matrices to the performance of the HP and LP
phenotypes at low and high densities in these experiments to estimate the
population growth rates of each phenotype under low- and high-density
conditions. HP guppies have higher population growth rates than LP guppies
when the two were compared at low population densities. These differences
disappeared at high population densities (Fig. 1.4), suggesting that densitydependent selection through intra-specific competition may level the evolutionary playing field between LP and HP phenotypes. However, LP
guppies never showed higher population growth rates than HP guppies at
the densities we employed. Density-dependent selection may thus be necessary to explain the evolution of the LP phenotype, but it is not sufficient.
We used an additional modelling effort to test these ideas more fully. We
drew on the data from these experiments, plus additional data from our
manipulative studies of natural populations, to parameterize a series of invasion analyses that asked how density-dependent vital rates affected the ability
of the LP phenotype to invade a population of HP phenotypes. We found
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Figure 1.4 Growth rates of LP and HP guppies at low and high densities in mesocosms.
Panel (A) are the results from LP and HP populations from the Guanapo river and panel
(B) are the results from LP and HP populations from the Aripo river. Error bars are 95%
confidence intervals. Redrawn from data in Bassar et al. (2013).

that, in the absence of any density-dependence, there would be no invasion
of HP by LP. If we included the density-dependent effects and made the
survival of HP guppies more sensitive to density than the survival of LP
guppies, then LP phenotypes were more likely to invade a population of
HP phenotypes. However, we could never find parameter values in which
LP would supplant HP, which suggests, in agreement with our experiments,
that density-dependent selection may be necessary but is not sufficient to
drive the complete replacement of HP by LP.
4.2.3 The interactions between guppies and Rivulus can help drive the
evolution of the LP phenotype (Palkovacs et al., 2009)
If the effects of guppies on their ecosystem play a pivotal role in driving the
evolution of the LP phenotype, we should see changes in ecosystem structure caused by the invasion of an RO environment by a HP guppy. We
should see further changes as the LP phenotype evolves and the resident
Rivulus adapts to life with guppies. We examined this possibility with an
experiment that simulated the temporal stages of the invasion of an RO
environment by HP guppies. One treatment represents the pre-invasion
phase: no guppies and Rivulus from an RO environment. The second treatment represents the early phase of the invasion; we paired guppies from an
HP environment with Rivulus from an RO environment. The third treatment represents local adaptation, in which we paired guppies from an LP
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environment with Rivulus from an RO environment. The fourth treatment
represents Rivulus adaptation to the guppy invasion, in which we paired
Rivulus from LP locations with LP guppies. The contrast between treatments
three and four examines how Rivulus evolution might alter the ecosystem.
The results not only confirmed the distinctive effects of HP and LP phenotypes on algal and invertebrate standing crops but also demonstrated an
additional, striking evolutionary effect on the ecosystem. The abundance
of invertebrates in the combination of LP guppies and Rivulus from an
LP location was half of the abundance in the combination of LP guppies
and Rivulus from an RO location. This result indicates that RO and LP
Rivulus have different diets. It may be that this dietary shift either enhances
the ability of guppies and Rivulus to co-exist or reflects the outcome of selection imposed by guppies on Rivulus feeding. Whether this shift is also part of
an eco-evo feedback onto guppies that affects their selective milieu and perhaps even facilitates the refinement of the LP phenotype’s evolution remains
to be determined.
We have repeated this experimental design twice, each time with fish
from a different river (Ronald Bassaret al., unpublished data). Our IPM analysis of the results shows that LP guppies have higher population growth
rates, and presumably higher fitness, than HP guppies when both are
exposed to the combination of high population densities and Rivulus from
an RO locality. The fitness differences between HP and LP guppies are
higher still when LP guppies are kept with Rivulus from an LP locality. This
latter result suggests the possibility of some type of ecological divergence
between LP guppies and LP Rivulus and supports the hypothesis that the
interaction between guppies and Rivulus is one of the factors that propels
the evolution of the LP phenotype.
A clear consequence of these results is that if we are to understand this
system, we have to understand whether and how Rivulus may have evolved
in the presence of guppies and, in particular, what their resource base is.

4.3. Interactions between guppies and Rivulus
Since density alone cannot account for the evolution of the LP phenotype,
we turned to an additional important feature of the LP environment, which
is the co-occurrence of guppies with Rivulus. Guppies have been the perennial victims in Trinidadian streams. The story to date has been all about how
they accommodate the assault of different predators, including Rivulus, but
guppies can also be the aggressor as they prey on newborn Rivulus and
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compete with Rivulus juveniles (Fraser and Lamphere, 2013). Guppies also
shape the evolution of Rivulus life histories (Walsh and Reznick, 2008, 2009,
2010, 2011; Walsh et al., 2011). The remarkable aspect of this work is that
the way guppies appear to shape the evolution of Rivulus is not a direct consequence of intraguild predation by guppies on newborn Rivulus, but an
indirect consequence of their impact on resource availability and, through
that, on Rivulus population density and dynamics (Walsh and Reznick,
2010, 2011).
We often find headwater streams in which barriers exclude all species of
fish save Rivulus. Below such barriers lie LP environments that contain
guppies and Rivulus as the only fish species. These settings offer us the opportunity to examine evolutionary interactions between two strongly interacting species via comparative and experimental studies of Rivulus from
RO and LP environments.
Wild-caught Rivulus that co-occur with guppies are smaller at maturity
and produce smaller eggs than their counterparts from RO localities. They
also invest more in reproduction (Furness et al., 2012; Walsh and Reznick,
2009). If Rivulus life histories were shaped by guppy predation on juvenile
Rivulus alone, then the early life history theory that models evolution without density regulation predicts that Rivulus should evolve delayed maturity
and reduced reproductive allocation (Charlesworth, 1994; Gadgil and
Bossert, 1970; Law, 1979; Michod, 1979). Since we see the opposite
result—earlier maturity and increased reproductive investment, as opposed
to delayed maturity and reduced reproductive investment—there must be
some other explanation for how guppies shape Rivulus life histories.
Walsh and Reznick performed a common garden experiment on the
grandchildren of wild-caught Rivulus from paired RO and LP localities in
two different river systems and found that all of these differences in life histories persist, suggesting that they are genetic differences (Walsh and
Reznick, 2010). They then added experimental evolution to the study by
evaluating the life histories of Rivulus from localities where guppies had been
introduced approximately 25–30 years earlier (Walsh and Reznick, 2011)
and compared Rivulus from the sites where we had introduced guppies to
study guppy evolution (Endler, 1980; Reznick et al., 1990, 1997) with those
from upstream, above barriers that excluded the introduced guppies. They
found the same differences in life histories as seen in natural LP–RO comparisons, thus showing that the Rivulus had evolved in response to the guppy
introduction.
Walsh et al (2011) then considered aspects of the comparative population
biology of Rivulus that lived with and without guppies to seek clues for why
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their life histories had evolved in an unexpected fashion. They found that the
abundance of Rivulus in RO sites was twice as high in the LP sites immediately downstream from the barrier waterfall that excluded guppies. They
also found that the Rivulus from LP sites had growth rates more than three
times faster than those from RO sites via translocation experiments in
which growth rates of the transplanted Rivulus accelerated to match the high
growth rates of the resident Rivulus within the first month after transplantation. Plausible explanations for all of these patterns are that guppies reduce
Rivulus abundance, either via predation on newborn or competition with
juveniles (Fraser and Lamphere, 2013). An indirect consequence of their
reduced density is that per capita food availability is higher, causing the
higher individual growth rates. This effect (and perhaps the availability of
juvenile guppies as a food source) may help explain why Rivulus life histories
evolved as they did.
These common garden experiments provided additional information
about how indirect effects may have shaped Rivulus evolution. In ‘high food’
treatments growth rates were higher and comparable to those seen in LP
environments, whereas ‘low food’ treatments generated lower growth rates,
comparable to those seen in RO environments. A compelling feature of the
results is that there were significant interactions between populations and
food availability in both experiments. The Rivulus from LP localities had
earlier maturity and higher fecundity than those from RO localities only
when food was abundant. These differences were either disappeared or
reversed when they were compared at low food levels. Estimates of population growth rates derived from those differences in life history suggest that
the LP Rivulus would have higher population growth rates, and hence
higher fitness, when food is abundant—but that this advantage over RO
Rivulus would be reversed at low food. Such interactions in the performance
of two populations in one another’s respective environments are a signature
of local adaptation (Schluter, 2000). This suggests that Rivulus has adapted
to the higher per capita food availability that was an indirect consequence
of their interaction with guppies. This reinforces the conclusion from
our mesocosm experiments comparing HP and LP guppies that indirect
effects in trophic webs can be important sources of selection pressures
(Walsh, 2012).

4.4. Focal streams: Prospective studies of evolution
4.4.1 Experimental introductions of guppy populations
Experiments in artificial streams characterize the ecological consequences of
the end point of guppies adapting to life with or without predators, and also
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of Rivulus adapting to life with or without guppies. Feedback between ecology and evolution is inferred from these results; for example, the evolution
of the LP phenotype is suggestive of adaptation to high population densities.
We also infer that the more general diet of LP guppies is an adaptation to
their depletion of food availability.
A virtue of our study system is that it is also possible to study eco-evo
feedbacks as a dynamic process by transplanting guppies from a HP environment into a previously guppy-free portion of stream that contains only
Rivulus. We can then quantify the joint dynamics of guppy evolution and
the changes that guppies impose on the environment. The time-course of
guppy evolution is a general way of making inferences about eco-evo feedbacks. If the release from predation were the only reason for the evolution of
the LP phenotype, then selection would be the most intense when the
guppies were first introduced, because that is when they are furthest from
the optimal phenotype. The intensity of selection and rate of evolution,
as measured by the change in average phenotype per generation, should
decline monotonically even as population densities increase (Fig. 1.5). If
guppies are instead adapting to their own impacts on the ecosystem, the
intensity of selection and rate of evolution would initially be small when
guppy population densities are low because the guppies will have had only
a small effect on the ecosystem. But as guppies increase in population density, their effects on the ecosystem should multiply and the eco-evo feedback
loop should commence, with the result being an increase in the intensity of
selection and rate of evolution (Fig. 1.5). As the system approaches a new
ecological and evolutionary steady state at higher population densities
(which we know is the case for LP populations), the intensity of selection
and rate of evolution will decline.
We transplanted guppies from a single HP locality into four previously
guppy-free tributaries to create an ecological and evolutionary disequilibrium that would select for the LP phenotype. The added dimensions to this
work include (a) monitoring ecosystem responses to guppy introduction and
guppy evolution, (b) experimental manipulation of primary productivity
independently of predation risk by thinning canopy in two streams with
two adjacent streams as controls and (c) monitoring the guppy populations
with high resolution, monthly mark–recapture to enable us to reconstruct
the time-course of selection and evolution. In monitoring the ecosystem,
we periodically estimated standing crops of algae, invertebrates and benthic
organic matter plus primary productivity and rates of algal growth (methods
described in Kohler et al., 2012). The intention of canopy thinning was to
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Figure 1.5 Conceptual diagram illustrating dynamics of population size and phenotypic values. Two scenarios are envisioned. The first (DI) is the case where there are
no eco-evo feedbacks and evolution of the LP phenotype is driven entirely by
density-independent selection generated by the release from predation. In this case,
fitness is variation in the intrinsic rate of growth among individuals in the population.
The second case (DI and DD) reflects the action of density-dependent selection, in
which the evolution of the LP phenotype is propelled by the release from predation plus
the selection pressures generated at higher population densities. The joint trajectory of
phenotype and population density should be different in the two cases and the joint
trajectory of the change in mean phenotype and population density will be very different. Panels show the temporal course of population size (A), mean phenotype (B), and
the change in mean phenotype (C).
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generate an independent assessment of the importance of productivity and
resource availability as factors that can shape adaptation by guppies and ecoevo feedbacks. We expected streams with thinned canopies to receive more
light and have higher rates of primary productivity because we expected that
light was limiting (see below and Kohler et al., 2012 for verification). If
guppy evolution were to be driven by their high population densities and
their depletion of food resources, then the strength of this feedback should
depend on the extent of resource depletion. Were this to be the case, then
the intensity of this feedback should be greater and the rate of evolution of
guppies should be higher under an intact canopy.
Each stream has two types of control to provide a frame of reference for
quantifying change. First, all streams have barriers that define the up- and
downstream borders of the study site and hence the portion of stream occupied by the experimental population of guppies. These regions vary from
65 to 165 m in length. Above each upstream barrier is a section of stream
that guppies cannot invade. This upstream region serves as a contemporary
control for each experimental reach. We can analyse contemporary differences between control and experimental reaches to assess guppy impacts.
Second, we initiated the monitoring of the ecosystem and a mark–recapture
study of the Rivulus populations in the control and experimental reaches
1 year before the introduction. Having before and after data enables us to
analyse the time series of changes in each site. We can evaluate time ! stream
reach interactions as a second measure of the impact of guppies on the
ecosystem.
We initiated one set of introductions in 2008 (Upper and Lower Lalaja)
and another in 2009 (Taylor and Caigual). Each set of introductions consisted of introductions into one stream with an intact canopy (Lower Lalaja
or Caigual) and one with a thinned canopy (Upper Lalaja or Taylor). The
introduced guppies were collected as juveniles from the single HP locality,
then reared to adulthood in single sex groups. After they attained maturity,
we mated them in groups of five males and five females. After 3 weeks,
these fish were individually marked and photographed. We also removed
three scales from each individual to provide a source of DNA. The males
from a given breeding group were introduced into one of the streams
and the females into the other. This means that females entered the stream
carrying the sperm from one group of males but were introduced with a
different group of males. Doing so increased the effective population size
of the introduced populations and creates a broad overlap in their genetic
composition.
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We began monitoring these populations immediately after the introduction and have been doing so monthly ever since. At each census, marked
fish are identified, photographed and weighed. All new recruits are given
an individual mark, photographed, weighed and scales were collected to
provide DNA. Fish are then returned to their site of capture. Our average
probability of seeing a fish on any given census if it is alive is greater than
0.80. Fish are scored at 10 highly variable microsatellite loci to enable reconstruction of the pedigree and quantify each individual’s lifetime reproductive
success. For every individual that survives to reproduce, we have a greater
than 0.98 probability of capturing, photographing and obtaining DNA
from that fish at least once in its life (Lopez-Sepulcre et al., 2013).
Each year, beginning with the start of the introduction, we assess the life
histories of the four experimental populations and the HP control site in a
laboratory common garden. We collect juveniles from all five sites then rear
them to a second generation in a common laboratory environment. The
second-generation offspring are reared one per aquarium on controlled food
availability, as in prior studies (Reznick, 1982). In this setting, we quantify
age and size at maturity in males and females and many other aspects of
female reproduction (offspring number, offspring size, frequency of reproduction). Differences that persist among populations after two generations in
a common environment are interpreted as genetic differences.
4.4.2 Ecological consequences of canopy manipulations
Our first concern was establishing whether or not canopy thinning had a significant effect on the ecosystem and, if so, how large it was. In the first pair of
streams (Upper and Lower Lalaja), canopy thinning increased light availability
by approximately 55% and in the second pair (Taylor and Caigual), by 180%
(Kohler et al., 2012). The primary productivity was higher by an order of
magnitude (unpublished result) and the abundance of alpha chlorophyll
was higher (Kohler et al., 2012). The thinning of the canopy increased the
total abundance of all invertebrates in the pair of streams that saw the 180%
increase in light availability (Taylor and Caigual) but did not have this effect
in the pair that saw the more moderate increase in light availability (Upper and
Lower Lalaja; Fig. 1.6; Thomas Heatherly et al., unpublished data).
The introduced guppy populations had a strongly seasonal cycle of abundance (Fig. 1.7). Each year, the populations increased during the dry seasons
(February–May, September–October) and decline in the intervening wet
seasons (June–September, October–January). The peak population sizes
increased each year for the first 3 years. Some populations have shown
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Figure 1.6 Count of macro-invertebrates in the four guppy introduction streams just
prior to the introduction of guppies (years since ¼ 0) and the first 2 years after in the
Upper and Lower Lalaja system (top panel) and the first year after in the Taylor–Caigual
System (lower panel). Each stream pair has one stream that had the canopy thinned
(open symbols) and one stream with the canopy intact (closed symbols). Within each
stream an upstream reach contains no guppies (RO reaches) and a downstream reach
where guppies were introduced (guppy introduction). Data are from the pools of the
streams in the dry season. Figure drawn from unpublished data courtesy of Thomas
Heatherly.
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Figure 1.7 Estimated guppy densities in the four introduction streams. Points represent
maximum likelihood estimates of density derived from mark–recapture statistics; bars
represent standard errors. Data shown for the Upper and Lower Lalaja system (pair 1)
and the Taylor–Caigual system (pair 2). Points in open symbols denote data from
streams over which the canopy was thinned (Upper Lalaja or Taylor) and points in
closed symbols denote data from control streams without any canopy thinning
(Lower Lalaja and Caigual).

persistent declines from their third year peak, sometimes associated with
identifiable habitat change. One such cause was the sediment outflow from
a treefall that filled in a deep, well-populated pool, causing a decline in
density.
4.4.3 The impact of guppies on Rivulus
Fraser and Lamphere (2013) compared the population densities and size
structures of the Rivulus populations in the Taylor–Caigual pair of focal
streams for the first 15 months after the introduction of guppies and showed
that Rivulus were rarer but larger in the guppy introduction site relative to
the control reaches. This pattern reflected the reduced recruitment rate of
young of the year after guppies had been introduced. Fraser and Lamphere
complemented these observations with experiments that showed that the
most likely cause of this shift in size distribution is guppy predation on newborn Rivulus, rather than competition between adult guppies and juvenile
Rivulus.
4.4.4 The impact of guppies on Invertebrates
The guppy introductions caused a decrease in the abundance and biomass of
predatory and gathering invertebrates 2 years post-introduction compared
with the upstream controls in the Upper and Lower Lalaja system
(Fig. 1.6; unpublished data of Thomas Heatherly et al.). This 2-year delay
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between the guppy introduction and a measurable effect of guppies on
invertebrate abundance might have occurred because the peak abundances
of the guppies during the longer dry season (February–May) was progressively higher each year for the first 3 years. The higher population densities
of guppies may be required for there to be a measurable impact of guppies on
invertebrate abundance. Further work will test this hypothesis.
4.4.5 Do guppies change the structure of natural ecosystems?
There is emerging evidence that guppies have a lasting effect on the abundance and size structure of Rivulus populations and cause Rivulus life histories
to evolve. There are hints that ecological character divergence evolves
between the two species. We also know that guppies reduce invertebrate
abundance both in our artificial stream experiments (Bassar et al., 2010)
and after they are introduced into natural streams (Fig. 1.6; unpublished data
of Thomas Heatherly et al.). We will continue to quantify their impact and
will be able to evaluate it in two ways, first via contemporary comparisons
between the control and the introduction reaches in each of the four streams
and second via the time series of changes in the guppy introduction sites.
4.4.6 Guppy evolution
We will assess the trajectory of guppy evolution by integrating the laboratory
common garden assessment of genetic differences between the introduced
population of guppies and the ancestral population with the ongoing
mark–recapture study of the introduced populations and pedigree reconstruction. The mark–recapture study provides the trends in morphological
change, and the pedigrees from our genetic samples provide estimates of
character heritability in the field.
The dramatic seasonal cycles in guppy abundance and recruitment, perhaps driven by cycles in resource abundance, present an interesting challenge
to the assessment of how selection on guppies might change over time.
Guppy generation time is sufficiently short for there to be multiple generations within a year, or even within a long dry season. It is conceivable that
cycles in resource abundance cause selection for very different attributes
over the course of a year. Such variation could cause an irregular path for
the evolutionary change from a HP ancestor to an LP descendant rather than
a regular, progressive one; while the path may show the net change from one
to another, it may also display short periods of stasis or even periods in which
the direction of evolution is reversed. Our idealized depiction of alternative
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scenarios of guppy evolution without and with eco-evo feedbacks (Fig. 1.5)
may dramatically understate the potential complexity of this process.
4.4.7 Future work on guppies and their ecosystem
The data in hand from the focal streams, along with the data we are continuing to gather, will ultimately allow us to test additional hypotheses about the
interplay of evolution and ecology. For example, our canopy treatments
offer the opportunity to see how ecological context affects the importance
of eco-evo feedbacks. If, as results to date indicate, density-dependent selection and effects of guppies on resources are critical for generating eco-evo
feedbacks, then we expect those feedbacks to be less important in the open
canopy streams where the productivity of the habitat is higher.
The canopy treatment will also allow us to examine the role of seasonality on both population dynamics and the evolutionary process. While wet
and dry seasons affect both types of streams, results to date indicate that the
seasonal fluctuations in guppy populations have much greater amplitude in
the open canopy streams. We suspect that primary and secondary productivity will also show greater amplitude in the open canopy streams because of
their more rapid increases in the dry seasons.
With sufficient long-term observation, we can also ask if the evolution of
the LP phenotype in turn affects population dynamics, which would bring
the eco-evo feedback loop around another half-turn. We can use IPM
models based on the earliest mark–recapture data to predict what longer
term population dynamics should show in the absence of any subsequent
evolution. Comparing these predictions to the actual patterns, and to patterns predicted by IPM models of the last stages of guppy evolution, can tell
us if adaptive evolution might stabilize population dynamics (Mueller et al.,
2000; Stokes et al., 1988).
Finally, we will develop our approach to ask more general questions
about how, why and when evolution occurs in nature via statistical analyses
of the time-course of selection and evolution using well-established
methods currently applied to single, unmanipulated populations. The large
majority of such long-term mark–recapture studies reveal evidence for substantial directional selection on heritable traits but little evidence of the
predicted directional evolution. The goal of such analyses has thus mostly
been to explain why evolution has not occurred when we otherwise should
expect it to. Such results have been reported by Charmantier et al. (2008) for
egg-laying date in the great tit population in Wytham Woods, Kruuk et al.
(2002) for antler size in the red deer population at Rhum, Merila et al. (1997)
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for body size in the collard flycatcher population on the island of Gotland
and Ozgul et al. (2009) for body weight in the sheep on St. Kilda Island,
to cite a few examples.
Our study differs from these because it is a replicated experiment in a
system in which we expect to see directional evolution. More to the point,
we have manipulated a factor (canopy cover) that should influence the rate
of directional evolution in the near term. We can use these well-established
methods in the same way as have others, but in circumstances under which
we expect the rate of evolution to be quite different. Our approach thus
enables us to, for the first time, detail the dynamics of evolution and characterize the relative importance of factors that have nullified or masked evolution in prior studies, such as confounding environmental factors (Garant
et al., 2004; Ozgul et al., 2009), phenotypic plasticity (Charmantier et al.,
2008), genetic correlations (Morrissey et al., 2012; Sheldon et al., 2003)
or sexual conflict (Foerster et al., 2007). With this approach, we should
be able to find different factors propelling different rates of evolution under
either open or closed canopies and ascertain whether they have their origins
in eco-evo feedbacks.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We began by defining eco-evo feedbacks as occurring when an organism modifies some feature of its environment and, by doing so, changes the
nature of selection it experiences (Ferriere et al., 2004). We then described
how a research programme could be developed to investigate whether such
feedbacks have been important in moulding ecosystem properties and trait
distributions in natural populations. Our work with guppies illustrates such a
research programme. It identifies effects of guppies on various facets of their
ecosystem and, through those effects, focuses attention on three possible
sources of feedback as major drivers of the evolution of guppy life history.
Those potential sources are the direct and indirect effects of guppies on their
ecosystems, the role of density-dependent selection through intra-specific
competition and density- and frequency-dependent interactions with
R. hartii. We have evidence indicating that each of these sources of feedback
contributes to the evolution of the LP phenotype and our goal in the years
ahead is to estimate their relative importance.
Our introduction experiment will ultimately show us the joint trajectories of guppy evolution and ecosystem change but those trajectories alone
cannot demonstrate causation. There is an important role for additional
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experiments to describe the relative importance of each source of eco-evo
feedback in this system, along identifying the ecological mechanisms that
create those feedbacks. There is a considerable need for new mathematical
modelling to assess the likely outcomes of whichever mechanisms appear
most pervasive. More specifically, we expect that only through the combined results of experiments, models and the monitoring of our introduction
experiment we will be able to really understand the role of eco-evo feedbacks in guppy evolution.
Our studies of guppies offer a unique template for studying the genetics
of adaptation. A full understanding of the genetic control of adaptive
evolution in nature must be built on all three parts: genetics, the nature
of adaptation and natural history context of that adaptation. Our observations, experiments and modelling are building the knowledge of
‘adaptation’ and ‘nature’. We know that our introduced fish will eventually
leave descendants of the LP phenotype and we will know, ultimately, the
why and how. But we also have tissue samples from all guppies we have
studied in our introduction experiments so the DNA describing all phases
of the evolutionary trajectory will be available. These samples can offer a
unique and invaluable look at how nature moulds adaptations from start
to finish and along which genetic paths it travels along the way. It would
be exciting if we could match key moments in the ecological trajectories
of population density and ecosystem change with key shifts in DNA
sequences. Such a match would be the ultimate verification of eco-evo
feedbacks as a prevailing force in adaptive evolution.
Finally, we can speculate where else our approach might be applied and
how general our results might be in other ecosystems. The first requirement
for the empirical study of eco-evo feedbacks is identifying a species that
exerts strong and readily quantifiable effects on the ecosystem in which it
is found. The ecological literature suggests dozens of such systems: every
time we see the characterization of a keystone species or the induction of
trophic cascades we encounter a candidate species for the study of ecoevo interactions (e.g. Woodward et al., 2008). While the ecology of such
strong interactions have been studied for decades, there has been virtually
no consideration of their evolutionary consequences. For example, Estes
et al. (2011) illustrate the dramatic consequences of trophic downgrading,
or the elimination of apex predators. Likewise, Paine (1966, 1974) characterized the consequences of the natural presence or absence of a keystone
predator. What we need to imagine in such circumstances is the consequences of the resulting ecosystem changes for the nature of selection on
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the species instigating these changes and for the selective milieu of the rest of
the species in the system. We could ask, for instance, if the elk of Yellowstone Park with or without wolves or the sea urchins on the seafloor around
Amchitka island before or after the extirpation of otters (Estes et al., 2011)
have anything in common with LP guppies in the way they deplete their
environment of resource, restructure their ecosystems and, perhaps, impose
selection on themselves, and cause themselves to adapt to what they have
done to their ecosystem.
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